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We introduce photon-statistics excitation spectroscopy and exemplarily apply it to a quantum-dot
micropillar laser. Both the intensity and the photon number statistics of the emission from the micropillar
show a strong dependence on the photon statistics of the light used for excitation of the sample. The results
under coherent and pseudothermal excitation reveal that a description of the laser properties in terms of
mean input photon numbers is not sufficient. It is demonstrated that the micropillar acts as a superthermal
light source when operated close to its threshold. Possible applications for important spectroscopic
techniques are discussed.
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Optical spectroscopy is one of the most important
experimental tools when it comes to studies of the
elemental processes in fields ranging from physics to
biology. While usually the spectral and temporal properties
of light fields are considered to be of highest interest,
especially for studies of coherence properties, the quantum
statistics of light fields matter as well [1–3]. During the last
few years, experimental techniques aimed at studies of
photon number statistics have improved significantly
[4–11], as has the fundamental understanding of photon
number statistics [12]. Recently, some emphasis has also
been placed upon using the quantum statistics of the
excitation light field as a degree of freedom in spectroscopy
[13–16] and quantum-optical spectroscopy has recently
been applied to reveal significant physical effects and new
quasiparticles, such as dropletons [17,18]. The lowest-order
quantum statistics beyond the mean value can be expressed
via the second-order correlation function
gð2ÞðτÞ ¼ haˆ
†ðtÞaˆ†ðtþ τÞaˆðtÞaˆðtþ τÞi
hnˆðtÞihnˆðtþ τÞi ; ð1Þ
where aˆ† and aˆ denote the photon creation and annihilation
operators, t represents the detection time of a photon, and τ
gives the delay until the detection of a second photon. For
different light fields of the same mean photon number,
gð2Þð0Þ is an indicator of the relative ratio of the variance of
the photon number distribution to its mean, so a large
gð2Þð0Þ characterizes a noisy light field. For example,
thermal, coherent, and single photon states are identified
by gð2Þð0Þ values of 2, 1, and 0, respectively, which
corresponds to photons arriving in bunches, independent
of each other or well separated from each other, respec-
tively. In principle, a description in terms of higher-order
moments of the photon number distribution corresponding
to a hierarchy of correlation functions up to arbitrary order
can be used to completely characterize a light field, but in
the following we will restrict ourselves to the second order
as the most significant correlation.
As has been pointed out by some of the authors recently,
systems showing a thresholdlike behavior in their response
to coherent optical excitation should yield a clear signature
of that nonlinearity already at significantly lower excitation
densities when excited using thermal light [14]. Here we
demonstrate this effect for a quantum-dot based vertical-
cavity surface-emitting laser. We find a significant increase
in noise of almost 1 order of magnitude at around 20% of
the threshold excitation density and show that this result
agrees reasonably with our predictions by comparing the
response to a thermal light field with the expected thermal
response projected from the measured input-output curve
for coherent excitation.
It is well known that the response of a system to
excitation by a light field with arbitrary quantum statistics
can be expressed in the density matrix formalism using
the response to coherent states fjαig as a basis in phase
space [19]. This is routinely done using the Glauber-
Sudarshan distribution PðαÞ:
ρˆ ¼
Z
PðαÞjαihαjd2α: ð2Þ
While PðαÞ may be nonanalytic or partially negative in the
general case, it is well behaved for thermal light, in which
we are interested. A single thermal mode yields a normal
distribution in the basis of coherent states:
PthðfjαigÞ ¼
1
πhni e
−ðα2=hniÞ; ð3Þ
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which results in the well-known thermal photon number
distribution:
pthðnÞ ¼
hnin
ð1þ hniÞnþ1 : ð4Þ
In the limit of short pulses, where the coherence time is not
shorter than the pulse duration, it is possible to interpret this
distribution as a distribution of the photon numbers found
in an ensemble of identically prepared thermal light pulses.
We are operating well within this limit for the excitation
light field. If the response of the system to excitation with a
well-defined photon number was known, it would be
straightforward to construct the response to thermal excita-
tion by weighting the responses to Fock state excitation
according to the weights given by Eq. (4). Of course, Fock
states with photon numbers in our range of interest
(106 − 107 photons per pulse) are not experimentally acces-
sible. However, measuring the full probability distribution
histograms requires a huge number of measurements. For the
large photon numbers considered here, coarse grained
probability distributions are sufficient. Coarse grained prob-
ability distributions PðnÞ can be obtained by binning b
adjacent values from the initial distribution together:
P0ðnÞ ¼
Xðnþ1Þb−1
k¼nb
pðkÞ: ð5Þ
Laser pulses show a Poissonian photon number distribution
pðnÞ ¼ hni
ne−hni
n!
; ð6Þ
with a standard deviation of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃhnip around the mean value.
For reasonable bin sizes of about b ¼ 104 the width of the
distribution becomes smaller than the size of a bin and the
difference between the binned probability distributions for
coherent and Fock states of the same mean photon number
becomes negligible. Accordingly, it is possible to construct
the response to excitation with thermal light by using the
weighted responses to a coherent light field of mean photon
number hni instead of using Fock states without introducing
significant errors.
When constructing the thermal response from the
response to coherent excitation, it is necessary to use the
same binning size. For a thermal photon number distribu-
tion (4), it is still possible to calculate the binned sum of
probabilities (5) exactly [20]:
P0thðnÞ ¼ P0ð0Þe−nb ln ð1þ½1=hniÞ: ð7Þ
In the case of large mean photon numbers, this expression
can be simplified as follows:
P0thðnÞ ¼ P0ð0Þe−ðnb=hniÞ: ð8Þ
The probability distributions derived in this section form
the basis for the experimental procedure outlined in the next
sections.
In principle, any nonlinear system is sensitive to photon-
statistics excitation spectroscopy. We chose a microcavity
laser as a proof-of-principle device because it allows us to
work at low light levels. In that regime it is easier to create
and maintain exact thermal photon number statistics as any
influence of nonlinear effects created by the optics used are
unlikely. The cylindrical micropillar laser studied here has a
diameter of 8 μm and was grown bymolecular beam epitaxy
and etched by electron-cyclotron-resonance reactive ion
etching. The distributed Bragg reflector consists of 26 upper
and 33 lower alternating layers of AlAs (74 nm)-GaAs
(68 nm) λ=4 pairs. The active medium consists of
a single layer of self-assembled AlGaInAs quantum dots
with a density of ≈ 6 × 109 cm−2. The sample was mounted
on the cold finger of a helium-flow cryostat and kept at a
temperature of 10 K. For nonresonant optical excitation, we
use a Martienssen lamp [21] consisting of laser light
provided by a Ti-sapphire laser emitting pulses with a
duration of ≈ 100 fs at a repetition rate of 75.39 MHz
and a wavelength of 790 nm scattered by a rotating ground
glass disk as our pseudothermal light source [22]. The laser
light is focused onto the ground glass disk using a 50 mm
focal length lens. The ground glass disk rotates at a
frequency of approximately 8 Hz. We collect a small fraction
of the varying speckle pattern created by the scattered light
from the ground glass disk using a 35 mm lens and a single
mode fiber placed 20 cm away from the ground glass plate.
The fiber can be connected to a Hanbury Brown–Twiss setup
(temporal resolution: 500 ps) or the cryostat in order to
determine the second-order correlation function of the
excitation light beam or excite the sample, respectively.
For sample excitation, the light is focused onto a single
micropillar using a microscope objective with a numerical
aperture of 0.42, which was also used for collecting the
emission from the sample. The experimental procedure goes
as follows. We use our Martienssen lamp to measure an
input-output curve and the second-order correlation function
of the emission from the micropillar laser. We then stop the
rotation of the ground glass disk and use the light scattered
from the stationary disk to measure another input-output
curve of the same micropillar under coherent excitation, but
otherwise identical excitation conditions. The second-order
correlation functions are corrected for the background count
rate and the results are compared. The coherence properties
of our pseudothermal light source as determined by the
rotation velocity, grit polish, and spot position used in
this experiment are summarized in Fig. 1. The source
shows almost perfect thermal statistics with gð2Þð0Þ ¼
1.97 0.02. The coherence time amounts to 13.7 μs. The
integration times in our experiments are at least 4 orders
of magnitude longer, so that the photon number distribution
is sampled uniformly.
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A comparison of the I=O curves for coherent and thermal
excitation is shown in Fig. 2. For thermal excitation, the
nonlinear section of the I=O curve begins significantly
earlier. Compared to the onset of the threshold region for
coherent excitation, which is found at a photon number of
≈6 × 106, the threshold is reduced by a factor of about 3 for
thermal excitation. This deviation can readily be explained
by the large variance of the thermal photon number
distribution. Because of the large spread in instantaneous
photon numbers, responses within the nonlinear threshold
region already gain significant weight in the total response
function at much lower mean excitation photon numbers
compared to the case of coherent excitation. The second-
order correlation function of the micropillar emission is
shown in Fig. 3. Far below and far above the threshold
region, the emission photon number statistics reflect the
pseudothermal character of the excitation beam, resulting in
gð2Þð0Þ ¼ 2. Within the nonlinear region, a pronounced
increase in photon number noise is evident. Values as large
as gð2Þð0Þ ¼ 15 are reached. This result can be understood
intuitively: While the photon number distribution is narrow
for coherent excitation, the broad thermal input photon
number distribution samples a broad range of responses.
Because of the presence of the nonlinearity, in the latter
case the amplification ratio will depend on the instanta-
neous input photon number as large photon numbers will
be subject to much stronger amplification than low photon
numbers, thus effectively increasing the variance of the
photon number distribution. In order to test whether the
different results can be traced back solely to the different
excitation photon number statistics, we also calculate the
expected response of the system to thermal excitation from
the response to coherent excitation. To this end, we
interpolate the coherent I=O curve such that we get 8100
equidistant points, each corresponding to an incremental
step of 104 photons per pulse in the excitation beam. In the
next step, we determine the expected response for thermal
excitation by projecting the measured I=O curve for coherent
excitation onto a thermal excitation photon number distri-
bution. To this end, we calculate a weighted superposition of
the I=O curve values for coherent excitation using the weight
factors of a thermal distribution as given by Eq. (8).
In the case of pseudothermal excitation, the instanta-
neous photon number may be higher than the mean photon
number we can achieve both for thermal or coherent
excitation. In order to include the response for large photon
numbers into our calculation, we assumed three possible
continuations of the I=O curve beyond the measured
regime. Those curves differ by the amount of saturation
taking place at the upper end of the I=O-curve threshold.
However, the probability for the occurrence of these very
large instantaneous intensities is very low and becomes
completely negligible at photon numbers of about
1.9 × 107, so we introduced a cutoff there. Finally, we
compare the measured and the calculated response for
thermal excitation. As shown in Fig. 3, the intermediate
saturation level reproduces the thermal I=O curve well,
while the other choices result in deviations from the
measured I=O curve close to the upper end of the nonlinear
region. With respect to the second-order correlation func-
tion of the emission from the micropillar lasers, all three
extrapolated I=O curves predict a significant overshoot in
gð2Þð0Þ close to the onset of the threshold. This strong
increase in photon number noise is indeed seen in the
experiment at the correct position, but the calculated
responses tend to slightly overestimate gð2Þð0Þ. The best
agreement is found for the strongest amount of saturation
assumed. However, we must stress that we neglected any
influence of the microscopic processes taking place in the
FIG. 1 (color online). Second-order correlation function of the
pseudothermal light beam used for excitation, indicating almost
perfect thermal photon number statistics. The red line is a
Gaussian fit to the data.
FIG. 2 (color online). Experimentally determined I=O curves
for coherent (black dots) and thermal (orange dots) excitation.
Solid lines represent three possible extrapolations beyond the
range of available excitation powers. Dashed lines indicate the
region of excitation powers investigated further in Fig. 3.
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laser operation. We deliberately used photodiodes with a
temporal resolution that is not sufficient to measure any
short-time effects on the photon statistics of the emitted
light, such as photon bunching below threshold [3,23]
or relaxation oscillations of the cavity light field [24].
For coherent excitation the largest amount of photon
bunching seen in the threshold region amounts to a value
of only gð2Þð0Þ ¼ 1.15. Therefore, only the fundamental
differences between coherent and thermal excitation are
expected to show up in the experimental results. As the
coherence time of the emission increases in the same range
of excitation powers where the effect of photon bunching
diminishes [25], some small deviations from the predicted
behavior are expected. However, a microscopic description
is far beyond the scope of this work and it is far more likely
that these small deviations arise due to the pseudothermal
light source showing an almost, but not absolutely perfect
thermal photon number distribution. Our results clearly
demonstrate that the output photon number statistics can be
explained well just by taking the shape of the I=O curve and
the excitation photon number statistics into account.
As a central result, we demonstrated that the input-output
curve, which is a standard figure of merit in laser
technology, is not necessarily sufficient to capture the
key properties of a laser. It is common practice to derive
quantities like the β factor directly from the I=O curve [26],
and our results suggest that the statistics of the pump source
need to be taken into account when doing so as even slight
imperfections of the excitation laser or current may cause
distortions. Photon-statistics excitation spectroscopy
allows for a more thorough description of the system
response, appears as a discrete variable alternative to
quantum process tomography [27], and can be applied
to arbitrary systems. Besides the obvious advantages of
a full characterization of the response of a system, photon-
statistics excitation spectroscopy allows for more complex
spectroscopic experiments and opens opportunities for
applications. For example, recently, it has been demon-
strated that noisy light fields are actually beneficial for
two-photon excited fluorescence [28] and the noise level
presented here clearly exceeds earlier results [29,30].
Systematic variations of the coherence time of the excita-
tion light field will allow us to study dynamical phenomena
like relaxation oscillations. Combining thermal excitation
with compressed sensing [31] opens up the opportunity to
measure full input-output curves with few measurements.
Finally, while coherent excitation of semiconductors cre-
ates an optical polarization that is partially converted into
optically active excitons, incoherent thermal excitation
directly will create only optically active excitons in a
degenerate exciton state [15], which is of huge interest
in semiconductor physics.
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